Fire Protection Solutions for Businesses

Rapid response during a fire can make all the difference in saving lives and property. Vector Security® helps save you precious seconds with a range of fire protection solutions:

- **Smoke detectors** that use photoelectric technology to decrease instances of false alarms while precisely alerting you to a fire.
- **Automatic sprinklers** that activate when heat is detected so measures are taken to control the fire even before the fire department arrives.
- **Manual pull stations** that trigger audible and visual cues that a fire has occurred.
- **Duct smoke detectors** that shut down air ventilation units to reduce smoke inhalation.

If any alarm is triggered, audible and visual alerts notify occupants. And unlike “local” alarms that stop there, our alarms send an emergency signal to our Monitoring Center where operators are available 24/7 to dispatch your local fire department.

From design and installation, to monitoring, inspection and maintenance, we offer a single point of accountability on all aspects of your fire alarm system.

www.vectorsecurity.com

How our fire alarms protect your business:

1. Audible and visual alarms sound when smoke or fire is detected so you can evacuate quickly.

2. A signal is sent to our Monitoring Center, where operators are available 24/7.

3. The operator notifies your local fire department within moments.